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Abstract. There are different variants of organizing the closure of nuclear fuel cycle (CNFC) depending on 

fast reactor type, fuel types, station or centralized allocation of closed nuclear fuel cycle stages. Many processes 

and engineering solutions used for realization of chosen technologies for reprocessing spent fuel are little-

studied. The mathematical modeling of radiochemical technology is used to verify and estimate engineering 

solutions. It will allow to optimize complex process technology in order to increase effectiveness and reduce 

cost.  

To achieve this goal within Project ”Proryv” the mathematical models of key technologies for reprocessing spent 

fuel, fuel refabrication and handling radioactive waste are being developed. The models are implemented to 

program complexes VIZART and COD TP. The main objective of this codes is to validate realizability and 

optimize parameters of processing lines of CNFC. The codes use integrated library of technology models and 

allow to calculate material balance, create sequence diagrams, determine the most loaded parts of processing 

lines, estimate accumulation of fissile materials in apparatuses and intermediate vessels, estimate the influence of 

control actions on technology process. 
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1. Introduction 

The task of fuel reuse within the closed NFC supposes considering a lot of variants of the process and their 

comparing to find optimal solution in the view of economics, ecology and safety of developing NFC 

productions. Modeling enables to exclude handwork calculations and avoids various errors in routine 

calculations. Also the great amount of variants of technical solutions could be accumulated and processed while 

permanent arrival of information on technologies of detached NFC stages. The computer models are being 

developed within the frames of the work on CNFC technology development. The models are used to determine 

optimal technologic regimes. That enables to assess and change technology and also constructor and project 

documentation as scientific research data becomes available [1]. 

2. The tasks of modeling technology productions of CNFC 

While developing processing lines of radiochemical productions and validating their safety 

the following tasks appear that can be solved by means of mathematical modeling: 

 validating realizability of technology solutions; 

 preparing initial data for developing constructor and project; 

 assessing and optimizing scheme solutions on assembling processing lines in the 

view of prescribed requirements for productivity, coordination of stages work, 

dynamics of producing intermediate and final products; 

 assessing accumulation of fissile and nuclear materials at different technology 

stages, in intermediate storages and vessels; volumes and types of resulting 

radioactive waste; 
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 conducting the assessment of activity levels and heat build-up of material flow 

taking into account the evolution of nuclide compositions; 

 selecting and optimizing  technology regimes and assessing influence of these 

regimes on  composition and quality of intermediate and final products; 

 describing transient mode (start/stop) and malfunction; 

 testing the coordination of nodes and facilities including inspecting, diagnostic 

and control systems. 

3. Modeling technology schemes for conducting balance calculations 

Developing technology scheme and carrying out balance calculations of material flows is the 

first step in the creation of any technology production and preparation of initial data for its 

designing. The peculiarity of balance calculations for closing stages of CNFC is caused by 

complicated structure of technology schemes and separate processes as well as the necessity 

of permanent consideration of singularities of radiochemical production. The permutation of 

fuel composition and aggregative state takes place during different operations at 

radiochemical stages. So it is necessary to consider chemical composition in addition to 

elemental and nuclide composition of material flows because several products could contain 

the same element within certain process. And finally, various reagents are used during 

practically all operations of fuel regeneration and radioactive waste handling. Their 

composition and amount are extremely important for assessing volumes of waste and 

choosing technologies for further radioactive waste handling. 

The code VIZART has been created to carry out such calculations. It contains the library of 

technology models of closing NFC stages (reprocessing, fuel fabrication, radioactive waste 

handling). Now the first version of the code enables one to calculate the material flow 

characteristics for processing lines in steady-state and dynamic regimes. In steady-state 

regime it is the calculation of material balance and in dynamic regime – creation of 

cyclogram, estimation of fissile materials accumulation, optimization of processing lines 

assembly on equipment productivity and intermediate vessels. 

The basic principles of system modeling have been successfully used in balance calculations 

of technology schemes in code VIZART. The system is divided into simpler parts, in this case 

apparatuses or groups of apparatuses (technology node) are linked by material flows.  

Technology node can be presented as transformation operator which transforms a set (vector) 

of input products into the set (vector) of output products (fig.1). At that, the transformation 

operator can be arbitrary complex and represents the mathematical model of corresponding 

physical-chemical, physical or technology process with or without taking into consideration 

equipment characteristics. The specific form of transformation operator can represent the 

simple linear relation between concentrations of product components as well as detailed 

process models based on physical-chemical laws. The connection of technology nodes is 

accomplished according to the scheme specified by user (fig.2). The calculation results can be 

displayed using the code window interface or in table format for later use in reports or 

research papers (fig.3). 
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Fig. 1 – Technology node scheme 

 

 

Fig.2 – Building technology scheme  

 

Пin Пout pi - process parameters 

ωi – equipment 

characteristics 
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Fig. 3 – Possible option of results representation 

 

Code VIZART enables user to compose the required consequence of operations for any part 

of technology scheme and carry out the calculation of material balance for all scheme flows 

and also to optimize the regimes of equipment work and afford necessary data for 

substantiation of safety of separate stages and technology scheme as a whole [2][3]. To 

optimize characteristics of technology scheme as a whole there has been developed 

specialized subsystem as a part of code VIZART which enables one to find parameters of 

separate technology nodes corresponding to the required value of criterion function, for 

example providing maximum productivity. The base of models can be edited, which enables 

one to form and edit the existing code blocks corresponding to separate operations and 

processes practically simultaneously with carrying out scientific research in corresponding  

fields. 

 

The following parameters are taken into account during the dynamic calculations in the code 

VIZART: the productivity of apparatuses and transport lines, the volumes of accumulation 

vessels and the duration of separate operations, which allows to create sequence diagrams of 

the equipment (fig.4). This information is very important for timely identification of 

inconsistencies in equipment operation (especially for the equipment used in periodic mode), 

which allows to minimize stoppages and determine the needs in replication of the equipment. 

The calculation also determines the amount of products contained in vessels and apparatuses, 

which allows to monitor the content of nuclide and fissile materials. Taking into consideration 

evolution of nuclide compositions provided by the specialized module of isotopic kinetics [4] 

enables to determine activity and heat generation of material flow. Such data is necessary first 

of all for substantiating nuclear safety and also for estimating the influence of products heat 

generation on the working temperature of the process and equipment elements, adjusting the 

volume of final waste accumulated for storage and disposal. 
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Fig. 4- The example of equipment cyclogram. 

 

4. Modeling technology processes 

The mathematical models of technology processes are created to determine the permissible 

range of the working modes and controllable parameters and also to substantiate construction 

peculiarities of the equipment. The mathematical descriptions of such processes are complex 

systems of differential or/and algebraic equations connecting in time material flow 

characteristics and process parameters. Building technology models is based on the theoretical 

representation of the process and vast experimental data. In practice empiric and semi empiric 

models are often developed on the basis of available information about the process. The 

necessity of developing detailed models of technology processes is defined by the tasks of 

choice and optimization of technology modes. Furthermore, physical (chemical)- 

mathematical models of technology processes are necessary to assess technological risks 

under malfunctions [5]. Hydrodynamic and thermal physic models of apparatuses and units 

should be developed on the base of physical-chemical processes to substantiate safety of 

technologies and facilities of CNFC. That will enable to define the levels of critical loads – 

mechanical and thermal, take into account strength characteristics of the equipment and 

predict, for example, time reserve for elimination of malfunction. 

The library of technology models is being created within code VIZART where local 

technology models are implemented as modules with user interface enabling one to use them 

independently or as a part of technology scheme according to the user task. At that, this model 

library can be used as a part of balance calculations of code VIZART or in models of 

management of technology processes being developed  within a code KOD TP  (a code for 

technology process optimization and diagnostics). 

5. Simulation of NFC technologies 

COD TP, similarly to the French code PAREX is being developed  for the purposes of 

simulation of facilities for regeneration of spent fuel considering functions of industrial 

control in real-time, modeling different forms of influence on the processes and registering of 

corresponding reaction by desired parameters. The detailed physical (chemical)-mathematical 

models of the processes are simplified for KOD TP because of the real-time mode. Also 

descriptions of regarding major equipment are included to the models and the models of 

auxiliary machinery (vessels, pumps, valves, etc.) which are peculiar components of every 
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chemical facility are added. Then control and management systems for these technology 

nodes are described [8] and the models are combined into integrated models of automatized 

machinery and adapted to a software package, which enables to simulate the whole 

technology scheme as well as separate production segments [8] (Fig.5). Later on COD TP can 

be used when developing simulator for training operators. 

 
Fig.5 – The model of management system of radioactive waste evaporation. 

6. Conclision 

At present the codes are being tested to solve tasks of choosing technology scheme 

assembling and optimization of equipment working modes for the modules of fabrication of 

mixed nitride uranium-plutonium fuel and spent fuel reprocessing of BREST reactor at 

experimental-demonstrational energocomplex in Seversk, Tomskiy Region. 

Later on, when combined using codes VIZART and KOD TP it is intended to extend the 

software functional for the following tasks:  

– substantiating nuclear and radiation safety for newly created and acting facilities; 

– providing control of nuclear and fissile materials. 

Besides, both codes have necessary qualities for the realization of the model “operator 

adviser” allowing to carry out the analysis of process parameters and recommendations on 

their correction. 

 

Fundamentally the experience of creating given product as well as calculation codes used 

while realization of the functional of the optimization model can be used for developing such 

models of practically every technology process in chemical technology after creating or in 

presence of corresponding library of operation models. 
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